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««««««««
“One of modern country’s most inter-

esting voices, in both senses of the term”

“[Of ‘Born Again’]…a very catchy  
dose of indie heartland rock…”

“…superb new album…” 
10 BEST COUNTRY AND  

AMERICANA SONGS TO HEAR NOW
“A minor-key rocker, ‘Renegade’ would’ve 

dominated the FM radio in 1982, back 
when Tom Petty & the Heartbreakers 
filled the airwaves with darkly-driven 
anthems like ‘A Woman In Love (It’s 

Not Me).’ Producer Dave Cobb captures 
LeBlanc and his road band, the Pollies, 

in their natural habitat: playing together 
live, guitars blaring, with LeBlanc’s voice 

piercing its way through the reverb.”

««««
“Welcome to LeBlanc’s finest hour”

“The opening electric guitar riff  
explodes into a full-fledged Tom Petty-

styled strum rocker, complete with 
enhanced reverb and a driving, insistently 

propulsive rhythm.” 
“[Of ‘Renegade’] The track retains focus 

on LeBlanc’s singular voice, but trades the 
subtler, folkier arrangements of his earlier 

work for spacey Southern noir-rock.”

“LeBlanc and his band have cranked  
up the volume on ‘Renegade.’”

“The title track, for example, sounds 
like an atmospheric spin on Tom Petty’s 

‘Refugee,’ but with LeBlanc’s distinct voice 
— a high-flying, haunting countertenor 

— it stands on its own.”

STUDIO SESSION
LISTEN HERE

WMOT ROOTS RADIO
INTERVIEW LISTEN HERE

ACME RADIO
INTERVIEW LISTEN HERE

««««

“With Renegade, LeBlanc is fully out of his shell, discovering 
the range that was there all along, waiting to be found.”

“Higher notes and the occasional primal howl or  
growl make his performances across Renegade particularly 
impressive. And with his longtime backing band The Pollies 

joining him in the studio, the instrumental melodies are 
especially shiny and lush. The album’s standout moment is the 

perfect hybrid of all these elements.”
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“…excellent title track with its neon-
blur guitars and danger-tinged lyrics…”
“The Pollies…combined with LeBlanc’s 
unique vocals, keen melodic sense and 
own intuitive guitar playing, it makes 

for a compelling mix of chime and grit.”
“[Of ‘Renegade’] Windswept vocals  

and highway groove, blur guitars  
and antihero lyrics.”

DYLAN LEBLANC GROOVES 
 TO A “RENEGADE” SOUND

“‘Renegade’ quickly illustrates  
LeBlanc’s musical evolution.”

“LeBlanc goes deep on this album,  
both in musical creativity and  

lyrical inspiration.”

“…with its jangly guitars and  
ominous voice, the disc from  

the alt-country rockers sounds  
a lot like early Tom Petty. “

“…an accomplished and  
well-developed artist…”

“[Of ‘Renegade’]… 
haunting new song…”

“[Of ‘Honor Among Thieves’]… 
the singer-songwriter has turned down 

the rock edge and cranked up the 
swelling orchestra to better emphasize an 

increasingly important point.”

“Dylan LeBlanc shows 
 unprecedented vocal range and stirring 

arrangement on Renegade.” 
“…this ten-track collection of charmed 
Americana recollects songwriters like 
Tom Petty, Townes Van Zandt, Fleet 

Foxes and Fleetwood Mac.”
“…sublime voice and  

evocative songwriting.”

“…one of the best records,  
from any genre, of 2019.”

“…an impressive young  
singer/songwriter…”

“LeBlanc’s haunting high tenor—which 
addresses outsiders, gun violence, 

hypocritical religion, and the stolen 
American dream—jells nicely with the 

band to often suggest classic Tom Petty.”

“LeBlanc has the  
drive and the songs to  

reach another echelon.”


